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Supply List
JALIE JAMBOREE
Instructor: Liz Thompson
Supplies Needed:

4 or 5 thread serger in good working order. You will need a 4 thread program as
well as a coverhem (chain stitch looper). Janome has a 5 thread serger (1200D)
or bring a 4 thread serger (1110DX? 1100D? and a separate coverhem machine
Janome Coverpro CPX 1000 or 2000?). Ensure you have all cords &
feet/accessories for your serger. Please bring the manual if the serger is not a
current Janome or Elna model as the teacher will not be able to give operational
instruction on other brands.

It is highly recommended that you clean all fluff and lint out of your serger(s)
before coming to class + oil it. Then test serge with the thread & fabric you will be
using in class to check all is working properly. There will be no time during class
to get your serger working. Please do this at least a month before Conference so
that you can ask for assistance at Haus of Stitches if your serger is not behaving
properly and possibly needs repair or a service. Haus of Stitches will be very
busy before the Conference and won’t be able to do this the day before the class!
Please understand that you will not be able to sew the garment if your serger is
not working well. An alternative is to rent a serger from Haus of Stitches.

Jalie pattern suitable for knit fabrics. Haus of Stitches can advise on this and they
stock these patterns. Suggestion: purchase well ahead of time and trace and cut
out your appropriate size from the multi-sized pattern following pattern
instructions. Do not cut out the fabric until class as you will be given tips of how
to do this. Just bring the pattern traced & cut out to save class time. Haus of
Stitches stock the tracing material if you require this: poly trace? Interfacing?

Knit fabric(s) suitable for the pattern you have chosen. If you have not sewed
with knits before, choose a fabric like a stable double knit and not a thin, flimsy
ITY knit – just to make things easier for you and ensure success.

Bring 4 cones (or large spools) of polyester sewing thread for the serger and
coverhem. Highly recommend you select thread colour to blend well with the
fabric.

Basic sewing kit with tape measure, sharp dressmaking scissors, thread snips,
pins etc.

Fusible Stay Tape in a colour which blends with your fabric (Cream? Black?) –
available at Haus of Stitches.

Any notions or supplies that your pattern lists.

Teacher will supply notes on Sewing with Knit fabrics. There will be no kit fee for
this class.
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 Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light
 Please put your name on all your supplies.


If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your
order to us ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you
when you arrive at the conference at our on-site store

